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The category of ex-spaces and ex-maps has been studied recently by, 
amongst others, I. M. JAMES [6, 7, 81, J. BECKER [2], L. SMITE [ll] 
and J. F. MCCLENDON [lo]. The comparison theorems ([8] Theorem 6.1, 
[2] Theorem 3.3) provide the transition from homotopy theory to ex- 
homotopy theory results. 
We establish here the Piecing Comparison Theorem (2.8), a criterion 
for an ex-map to be an ex-homotopy equivalence, which is useful in the 
further development of ex-homotopy theory. The result was suggested 
by [3] Theorem 3.3, and the proof follows as closely as possible A. Dold’s 
line of proof in [3], but is not a straightforward generalization. Using 
the structure theory of fibrations and cofibrations we discuss in 5 3 a 
class of ex-spaces for which the Piecing Comparison theorem takes the 
simpler form (3.9). Applications are deferred to other papers. 
The contents of this paper formed part of the author’s doctoral thesis, 
where a more detailed exposition of $ 2 may be found. I have pleasure 
in acknowledging my gratitude to Prof. I. M. James for his help and 
encouragement. 
$ 1. BASIC CONCEPTS 
We recall some basic notions concerning ex-spaces. For further infor- 
mation the reader is referred to [6], [2], [a]. Throughout this paper the 
term “space” means “Hausdorff space”. Let B be a space. 
An ex-space (E, e, (r) over B (called a proper ex-space in [S]) consists 
of a total space E and two maps, the projection Q: E + B and the section 
u: B + E, such that Q. c = ids (the identity map on B) and a(B) is closed 
in E. We shall often speak of the “ex-space E” suppressing explicit 
mention of the projection and section, which are collectively known as 
the ex-structure. The simplest example of an ex-space is a product ex-space 
over B with fibre a pointed space. For the pointed space (Y, ya) this has 
total space B x Y and ex-structure given by ~(a, y) = b, u(b)= (b, yo) (for 
bEB, ~/EY). 
An ex-map from the ex-space (E, Q, a) over B to the ex-space (E’, Q’, 0’) 
over B is a map f : E +- E’ satisfying Q’. f =Q, f. u= u’. A homotopy 
ft : E + E’, t E [0, 11, such that Q’. ft=e, ft. u= u’ for every t E [0, l] is 
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called an ex-homotopy between the ex-maps fo and fi. We write fo N fl. 
An ex-map f : E -+ E’ is an ex-homotopy equivalence if there exists an 
ex-map g: E’ -+ E such that f .g N i&j and g. f N i&. 
An ex-space (8, e, 8) over B is a subex-space of the ex-space (E, Q, a) 
over B if the total space i? is a subspace of the total space E and the 
inclusion map f C E is an ex-map. Any subspace of the total space of E 
that contains o(B) may be regarded as a subex-space of E when assigned 
the ex-structure inherited from E. 
Let A be a space, 7: A -+ B a map, and let (E, Q, a) be an ex-space 
over B. The pull-back of Q by 7 can be used to define the pull-back ex-space 
q*(E)= (E x gA, Q’, CT’) over A. Here 
E x gA = {(e, a) : e E E, a E A, e(e) =~(a)), 
and we define Q’ and 0’ by 
e’h a) =e(e), o’(a) = (q(a), a). 
Furthermore if E is an ex-space over B and f : E + E is an ex-map, then 
the pull-back of f by 7 is an ex-map q*(f): q*(E) --f q*(E) over A. Here 
(r*(f)) (e, a)= (f(e), a), (e, a) E E x db 
When A is a subspace of B and q: A + B is the inclusion map we call 
the ex-space q*(E) the restriction of E over A and denote it by EIA. By 
an abuse of language we call q*(f), w ic we denote by f/A, the “restriction h h 
off over A” even though we are restricting both the domain and codomain. 
(This notation is not to be confused with a genuine restriction function 
i.e. if X is a subspace of the total space E then the restriction of the map 
f: E -+ i? to X is written fjX: X --f E.) 
3 2. THE PIECING COMPARISON THEOREM 
Let B be a space. In the remainder of this paper the base-space of 
all ex-spaces, ex-maps and ex-homotopies is B, unless we explicitly specify 
otherwise. 
Let E= (E, Q, a) and R be ex-spaces. 
DEFINITION 2.1: Let q: R --f E be an ex-map. An ex-section of q is an 
ex-map s : E + R such that q. s=ids. If D is a subex-space of E an 
ex-section of q over D is an ex-map s: D + R such that q.s : D + E is 
the inclusion ex-map. 
Let t: E -+ [0, l] be a map from the total space of E to the closed unit 
interval. Set A =t-l[l], V=z-1(0, I], and regard o(B), A and a(B)” V as 
subex-spaces of E. 
DEFINITION 2.2 : The ex-map q: R -+ E has the ex-section extension 
property (ex-SEP) if for any function t as above and ex-section s: o(B), 
V --f R of q over a(B)” V there exists an ex-section S: E + R of q 
such that SIA=slA. 
DEFINITION 2.3 : The ex-map q: R -+ E has the strong ex-REP if given 
any subex-space D of E and ex-section s: D --f R of q over D there exists 
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an ex-section 8 : E -+ R of q such that s and RID are ex-homotopic by 
an ex-homotopy which preserves projection by q (i.e. there is a one- 
parameter family of ex-sections of q over D linking s and BID.) 
LEMMA 2.1: If D is a subex-space of E and the ex-map q: R --f E 
has the strong ex-SEP, then the ex-map qo: q-l(D) -+ D has the strong 
ex-SEP. (Here qD(z)=q(x) E D for x E q-l(D).) 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 is a triviality, since a subex-space of D is a 
fortiori a subex-space of E. 
LEMMA 2.2: If the ex-map q: R -+ E has the strong ex-SEP, then q 
has the ex-SEP. 
PROOF : Let z, V, s be as in Definition 2.2. Since q has the strong 
ex-SEP there is an ex-section J..: E -+ R of q and an ex-homotopy 
T: (a(B)” V) xl --f R such that To=s, T1=f?lo(B), V and q.T: (o(B), V) 
x I + o(B), V is left projection. Define an ex-map 8: E --+ R by 
S(e) = 
1 
44 if z(e) z 213 
T(e, 2 -3-r(e)) if 2/3 > z(e) > l/3 
&e) if 1/3>t(e)>O. 
The different cases of the definition are compatible on the closed sets 
z = l/3, z = 213 where there is overlap. The ex-map S is an ex-section of q 
such that SIA=slA. 
Let x: R x I + R denote left projection. 
DEFINITION 2.4 : An ex-map q: R -+ E is ex-shrinkuble if there exist 
an ex-section s: E -+ R of q and an ex-homotopy H: R x I -+ R such that 
Ho=s.q, Hl=id~ and q.H=q.x. 
DEFINITION 2.5 : An ex-map q: R --f E is weakly ex-shrinkable if there 
exists an ex-section s: E + R of q and a map H: RX I --+ R such that 
Ho=s.q, Hl=id~ and q.H=q.x. Note that we do not insist that Ht 
be an ex-map for O<t<l. 
Trivially if q: R -+ E is ex-shrinkable then q is weakly ex-shrinkable. 
Let (E, @E, OE), (R, QR, 0.~) and (X, ex, ex) be ex-spaces and q: R -+ E, 
f: X --f E be ex-maps. The space Xx ER={(z, r): x E X, r E R, f(x)=q(r)} 
may be regarded as the total space of an ex-space (Xx ER, & (3) over B. 
The ex-structure is defined by 
@(x, r) =ex(x), a(b) = (ax(b), a(b)) (b E B, x E X, r E R). 
The pull-back qf: X x ER + X of q by f is then an ex-map (over B). 
The next two lemmas are both proved in the spirit of [3] Proposition 3. 
LEMMA 2.3: The following conditions are equivalent : 
(i) The ex-map q is ex-shrinkable. 
(ii) For any ex-space X and ex-map f : X + E the ex-map qf has the 
strong ex-SEP. 
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(iii) For any ex-space X, subex-space A of X, and ex-maps f : X -+ E, 
F : A -+ R such that q. F = f IA there exist an ex-map F : X + R such 
that q.F=f and an ex-homotopy H: A x I --f R such that Ho=FIA, 
Hl=F and q.Ht=flA for all t~[0, 11. 
LEMMA 2.4: The ex-map q: R --+ E is weakly ex-shrinkable if for 
every ex-space X and ex-map f : X + E the ex-map qf has the ex-SEP. 
DEFINITION 2.6 : Let E’ be a subspace of the total space of an ex- 
space E. The restriction of an ex-map q: R -+ E to the subex-space 
(~&?)o q-l(E’) of R has its image in o.#)o E’, and hence we obtain 
an ex-map 
q/E’: a&?), q-l(E’) --f cr.~(B)~ E’. 
We say q has the (strong) ex-SEP over E’ if q/E’ has the (strong) ex-SEP. 
We say q is (weakly) ex-shrinkable over E’ if q/E’ is (weakly) ex-shrinkable. 
THEOREM 2.5 : (c.f. A. DOLD [3] Theorem 2.7). 
Suppose the total space of the ex-space E admits a locally finite partition 
of unity {z~ : il E A>. If an ex-map q: R + E has the strong ex-SEP over 
~~~--1(0, l] for each 3, E II then q has the ex-SEP. 
PROOF : As in the proof of [3] Theorem 2.7 one constructs a new 
locally finite partition of unity ~1 of E. Since q has the strong ex-SEP 
over n;l(O, l] by Lemma 2.1 q has the strong ex-SEP over nl-‘(0, 11. 
By Lemma 2.2 q has the ex-SEP over nL-‘(O, 11. Note that we do not 
have an ex-space analogue of [3] Proposition 2.6, but that we have 
circumvented the need for one. Our theorem now follows by generalizing 
the rest of A. Dold’s argument into the ex-space category. 
COROLLARY 2.6: (c.f. [3] Corollary 3.2). 
Suppose the total space of the ex-space E admits a locally finite partition 
of unity (7~~11 E (1}. If an ex-map q: R + E is ex-shrinkable over each 
set n;l(O, l] then q is weakly ex-shrinkable. 
PROOF : By Lemma 2.4 it suffices to prove that qf has the ex-SEP 
for every ex-space X and ex-map f : X + E. Since q is ex-shrinkable over 
n;l(O, l] (A E A), qfis ex-shrinkable over f-ln;l(O, 11. By Lemma 2.3(i) * (ii) 
qf has the strong ex-SEP over f-%;l(O, l] for each 3, E (1, and so by 
Theorem 2.5 qf has the ex-SEP over X. 
DEFINITION 2.7 : Let (E’, Q’, o’), (E, Q, a) be ex-spaces and f: E’ -+ E 
be an ex-map. We define an ex-space (R, @R, OR), depending on E, E’ 
and f, as follows. The total space 
R={(e’, w) E E’ x EZ: $(e’)=ew(I), w(l)=f(e’)}; 
the projection @R: R -+ B is given by @R(e’, w) = e’(e’), (e’, w) E R and the 
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section cs: B + R is given by as(b) = (a’(b), constant path at a(b)). There 
is a natural ex-map q: R --t E defined by q(e’, w)= w(O), (e’, w) E R. 
Note that until now our results have been generalizations to the ex- 
space category of results in [3] for spaces. On the other hand the statement 
of the Piecing Comparison Theorem (see below) is a generalization to the 
ex-space category of a result in the overspace category ([3] Theorem 3.3). 
This discrepancy is bridged as follows. 
Suppose in [3] Lemma 3.4 that E, E’ have sections over B, and that f 
is an ex-homotopy equivalence with respect to these sections. It is easily 
checked that in the proof of [3] Lemma 3.4 the section is preserved by all 
maps and homotopies, and so one obtains the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7: If f : E’ -+ E is an ex-homotopy equivalence then the 
ex-map q: R + E is ex-shrinkable. (Here R, q are related to E, E’, f as in 
Definition 2.7.) 
THEOREM 2.8: (Piecing Comparison Theorem) (c.f. [3] Theorem 3.3). 
Suppose B is a space which admits a locally finite partition of unity 
(7~~11 E A}. Let (E’, e’, (T’), (E, Q, (T) be ex-spaces (over B) and f: E’ -+ E 
be an ex-map. Write V, = ni’(O, 11. If the restriction 
f/e’-‘( U : a’(% e’-l( U + a(+ e-V Yd 
is an ex-homotopy equivalence for each A E A, then f is an ex-homotopy 
equivalence. 
PROOF: We need only to adapt the proof of A. Dold’s Theorem 3.3. 
Define R, q as described in Definition 2.7. By Lemma 2.7 q is ex-shrinkable 
over e-1( V,) for all 31 E II and so by Corollary 2.6 q is weakly ex-shrinkable. 
Let 8: E --f R be an ex-section of q. The ex-section S takes the form (f’, 0) 
where f’ : E + E’, 8 : E + EI. The adjoint of 8, 0 : E x I --f E say, can be 
regarded as an ex-homotopy between @a= ids and @I= f. f’. 
Now as ids and f. f’ are ex-homotopic, for each L E A the restriction 
f’/e-I( V,) is certainly a right ex-homotopy inverse to f/e’-l( V,). Since by 
hypothesis f/e’-l( V,) has a two-sided ex-homotopy inverse, f’/e-l( I’,) must 
be a two-sided ex-homotopy inverse by the standard category-theoretic 
argument. So f’/p-I( V,) is an ex-homotopy equivalence and one can apply 
the whole of the argument of this proof so far to the ex-map f’ to obtain 
an ex-map f” : E’ + E such that f’ . f” is ex-homotopic to idxt. The ex- 
maps f and f’ are mutually inverse in the ex-homotopy category since 
f.f’Nidg and f’.f N (f’. f). (f’. f”) N f’. (f. f’). f” h, f’f” N idEp. 
REMARKS 2.9: (1) Let (E’, e’), (E, e) be spaces over B, not necessarily 
possessing sections, and suppose f : E’ -+ E is a continuous map which 
respects projection onto B (i.e. e. f =Q’). Consider the ex-map fv ids: 
E’,B --f E,B where V denotes disjoint union, and where E,B is an ex- 
space over B with section the inclusion B --f E,B of B onto the second 
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summand and projection c where &?Z=e, @jB= 1s. Applying Theorem 2.8 
we derive A. Dold’s Theorem 3.3 [3] which states that f is a fibre homotopy 
equivalence iff f is a fibre homotopy equivalence over each set V, of a 
numerable covering of B. 
Note that at the expense of introducing more definitions we have proved 
A. Dold’s Theorem 3.3 avoiding Dold’s technical Lemma 2.6. 
(2) Let B be a paracompact space ([9] p. 156). Let E, E’ be ex-spaces 
over B. An ex-map f : E --t E’ is an ex-homotopy equivalence iff there 
is an open covering {V,), 1 E A, of B such that the restriction f IvA is an 
ex-homotopy equivalence over V, for each Iz E A. We prove sufficiency 
only, as necessity is a triviality. Since B is normal ([9] p. 159 Corollary 32) 
there is an open covering of B (V,,}, a’ E rl’, such that the covering {VA<} 
refines {I’,}. Here the bar denotes closure. Let {z~,,}, I” E /I”, be a locally 
finite partition of unity such that {V,,,}, 2” E A”, refines {V,,}, 1’ E A’, 
where V Ln =nA;l(O, 11. By hypothesis f j v~,, is an ex-homotopy equivalence 
over ViV ; let g’ be an ex-homotopy inverse over v,,. Define g: o’(B), 
e’-l( vAm) --f o(B), e-1( VA,,) to be o.e’la’(B) on o’(B) and to be g’ on 
e’-l( VA,,). Then g is an ex-homotopy inverse to f/e-1( V,,,) (over B). The 
result follows by Theorem 2.8. 
8 3. DOCILE HTJREWICZ Ex-SPACES 
An ex-space E over B is said to have a property P locully if for each 
point b E B there is a closed neighbourhood W(b) of 13 in B such that 
the restriction ex-space El W(b) has property P. 
DEFINITION 3.1: An ex-space is docile if locally it is ex-homotopically 
equivalent to a product ex-space with well-pointed fibre. 
The pointed homotopy type of a fibre of a given docile ex-space is 
independent of the particular fibre if the base space is connected. 
In this section we first show that the set of docile ex-spaces is large 
enough to be of interest (Theorem 3.6, Remark 3.7, Proposition 3.8). 
We then derive, for future reference, some technical consequences of 
docility using the piecing comparison theorem (Theorem 3.9, Corollaries 
3.10, 3.11). A similar approach to the one described here is useful in 
studying pull-back ex-spaces. 
Recall that a map e : E -+ B is a Hurewicz fibration if it has the homotopy 
lifting property for all spaces, or, equivalently, if there is a cross-section 
to the projection p: EI --f 6,. Here fi,={(e, w): e E E, w E Br, w(O)=e(e)} 
and p(g) = (G(O), e-G?) where VZ E El, (es a)(t) =e(@(t)). A cross-section 
A: si, --f EI of I, is called a lifting function. 
We quote a simultaneous homotopy lifting and extension theorem. 
LEMMA 3.1: ([I21 Theorem 4). 
Suppose e’: E’ + B’ is a Hurewicz fibration, and (X, A) is a cofibred 
pair (hence A is closed in X as X is Hausdorff). Then any commutative 
diagram 
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XX(O}“AXILE’ 
n 4 e’ 
XXI VB’ 
may be filled in with a map h : X x I --t E’ such that Q’. h = g and 
hl(X x (0)” A x I) =f. 
REMARK: The conclusion of Lemma 3.1 holds under other hypotheses 
e.g. if $ is a regular Hurewicz fibration, B’ is path-connected, (X, A) is 
a metric pair, A is a closed subspace of X, and either E’ is an ANR or 
(X, A) is an ANR-pair (see [l] Theorem 2.4). 
DEFINITION 3.2: An ex-space (E, Q, a) over B is said to be a Hurewicz 
ex-space if e is a Hurewicz fibration. 
DEFINITION 3.3: Let (E, Q, a) be a Hurewicz ex-space over B. A 
lifting function 3, for e is a special lifting function with respect to a if 
J(a(w(O)), w)(t)=a(w(t)) for all w E BI, t E I. 
Let (E, e, a) be a Hurewicz ex-space over B. Let E’ be a closed subspace 
of E containing a(B) and such that the inclusion i: E’ C E is a cofibration. 
Set &= {(e’, w): e’ E E’, w E BI, w(O)=e(e’)). 
LEMMA 3.2: Any map 1’ : 6: --f EI such that pa 1’ = inclusion : fii --f fiQ 
may be extended to a lifting function of e. 
PROOF : The space 6: is a closed subspace of fiQ. Consider the pull-back 
of the Hurewicz fibration q: BI + B, where q(w) = w(0) (w E BI), by the 
map i .Q as shown in the diagram 
Q;-+,(&--+ BI 
4 4 44 
E’T+ETB 
By [13] Theorem 12 we have that the inclusion & C fi@ is a clo ed 
cofibration. 
Now consider the commutative diagram 
f&x (0)” &XI-c, E 
n ie 
l&xl 8 +B 
where 
fk 4, 0) =e, f(( e’, w), 4 = VW, w))(t), s((e, WI, 0 =w(t) 
(e E E, e’E E’, w E BI, t E I). 
By Lemma 3.1 there exists a map h: J!&, x I --f E extending f and such 
that e. h=g. The adjoint map I: fiQ -+ EI is then the required lifting 
function. 
COROLLARY 3.3: Let (E, e, a) be a Hurewicz ex-space where a is a 
cofibration. Then the fibration Q has a special lifting function with respect 
to a. 
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PROOF: Take E’=o(B) and define J’(ow(O), w)(t)=ow(t) in Lemma 3.2. 
The direct product, smash product, reduced join and reduced sus- 
pension of ex-spaces are defined and discussed in [6], [2], [ 111. 
COROLLARY 3.4: Let (E, e, a), (E’, Q’, 0’) be Hurewicz ex-spaces over 
B where (T, u’ are cofibrations. Then the ex-space E x E’ is a Hurewicz 
ex-space. In particular the ex-space ZE is a Hurewicz ex-space where 
Z denotes reduced suspension *). 
PROOF: Let L:fiQ + EI, 1’: fiQt -+ E’I be special lifting functions for 
Q, e’ with respect to (T, U’ respectively. Write e”, e”’ for the projections of 
the ex-spaces E x E’, E >3(( E’ ( over B) respectively. The image of 1 x ‘I’lai,n : 
sci,n + EI x E’I lies in the subspace (E x BE’)1 of EI x E’I, and hence 
determines a lifting function 1: fi,n + (E x gE’)I for e”. The composite map 
quotient .I : fiQo -+ (E x gE’)I --f (E XB E’)I 
factors through fit, and thus determines a lifting function for e”‘. 
Employing a special lifting function in the proof of [5] Proposition 2 
we obtain 
PROPOSITION 3.5: Let (E, e, a) be a Hurewicz ex-space over a path- 
connected space B where Q is a cofibration. Then all the fibres (e-l(b), a(b)), 
b E B, have the same pointed homotopy type. 
THEOREM 3.6: A Hurewicz ex-space (E, e, a) over a locally contrac- 
tible, normal space B is docile if 
a) the section (r is a cofibration 
b) the (pointed) fibre over some point in each path component of the 
base-space has non-degenerate base-point. 
A Hurewicz ex-space (E, e, a) over a locally contractible, normal space 
B is docile if b) holds and a) holds locally. 
PROOF: To prove the first statement proceed as in the proof of [5] 
Proposition 4 using a special lifting function (Corollary 3.3). This shows 
that every point of B is contained in a neighbourhood over which the 
ex-space is ex-homotopically equivalent to a product ex-space. As B is 
normal such a neighbourhood contains a closed neighbourhood of the 
point with the same property. 
The second statement is proved similarly. Given b E B first choose a 
closed neighbourhood W(b) of b such that the section (T’ of the ex-space 
El W(b) is a cofibration. By Corollary 3.3 there is a special lifting function 
for ele-VJW)) with respect to e’. Now choose a closed neighbourhood 
of b which is contractible in W(b), and proceed as in [5] Proposition 4. 
REMARK 3.7: A Hurewicz ex-space (E, e, 0) over a locally contractible 
metric space B is docile if condition b) above holds and E is an ANR; 
*) I am unable to verify [ll] p. 18 3rd paragraph. 
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for, by [l] Theorem 2.6 the fibration Q has a special lifting function with 
respect to any section g (for which a(B) is closed in E), and so the proof 
of Theorem 3.6 pertains. 
PROPOSITION 3.8 : Let E, E’ be docile ex-spaces over a locally compact 
space B. Then the ex-spaces L’E, E * E’, E x E’ over B are docile. 
PROOF : Given a point b E B let V(a) be a compact neighbourhood of 
b such that E/V(b) is ex-homotopically equivalent to a product ex-space 
with well-pointed fibre P. Since V(b) is closed in B (LYE)] V(b) is ex- 
homeomorphic over V(b) to Z(Ej V(b)). By suspending the ex-homotopy 
trivialization of El V(b) we see that Z(El V(b)) is ex-homotopically equiva- 
lent to Z( V(b) x P). Let q: F x I +ZF, q’: V(b)xFxI--+Z(V(b)xF) be 
the (defining) quotient maps. Since V(6) is compact the map i&(b) x q 
is a quotient map. By factoring (i&(b) x q) through q’, and q’ through 
(i&(b) x q), one obtains ex-homeomorphisms : Z( V(b) x F) 5 V(b) x L’F. 
The pointed space L’F is well-pointed as F is well-pointed. 
The other parts of the proposition are proved similarly. 
THEOREM 3.9 : Let (E, e, a), (E’, Q’, o’) be docile ex-spaces over a 
locally contractible, paracompact space B. Let f : E -+ E’ be an ex-map 
which restricted to the fibres over one point of each path component of B 
is a pointed homotopy equivalence. Then f is an ex-homotopy equivalence. 
PROOF: Let b be a point for which f] b is a pointed homotopy equiva- 
lence. Let W(b) be a closed neighbourhood such that both E\W(b) and 
E’I W(b) are ex-homotopically equivalent to product ex-spaces. Choose 
ex-homotopy equivalences 
9: W(b) x (e-V), u(b)) + El W(b) 
Y: E’I W(b) + W(b) x ($-l(b), u’(b)). 
As B is locally contractible and normal there is a closed neighbourhood 
V(b) of b which is contractible to b in W(b). Then !F]v~~~~flv~~~~~~v(~) 
is an ex-homotopy equivalence, since the restriction to the fibre over b 
is a pointed homotopy equivalence. Thus flvcb, is an ex-homotopy equiva- 
lence. 
Let b’ E B. Since E, E’ are docile and B is locally path-connected (as 
locally contractible), there is a neighbourhood U(b’) of b’ such that the 
pointed homotopy type of fly is independent of b” E U(b’). Thus the set 
{b E B: fib is a pointed homotopy equivalence} is open and closed, and 
intersects each path component of B, and so is the whole of B. 
Hence, by the proof so far, every point b E B has a closed neighbourhood 
V(b) such that flvcb, is an ex-homotopy equivalence. As B is paracompact 
our theorem follows from the Piecing Comparison Theorem (Remark 
2.9 (2)). 
The reader is referred to [6] 5 4 for a discussion of well-based ex-spaces. 
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COROLLARY 3.10 : A docile ex-space E over a locally contractible, 
paracompact space B is well-based. 
PROOF: See [13] for notation. The ex-space e is docile as E is docile. 
Since a fibre of E has a non-degenerate base-point the restriction to fibres 
of the canonical ex-map 7~: e + E is a pointed homotopy equivalence. 
By Theorem 3.9 the ex-map z is an ex-homotopy equivalence. 
COROLLARY 3.11: Let (E, e, cr) be a docile Hurewicz ex-space over a 
space B. Let B’ be a closed locally contractible, paracompact subspace 
of B, which is contractible in B. Then the ex-space EIB’ is ex-homotopically 
equivalent to a product ex-space over B’. 
PROOF : Let “1: B’ x I -+ B be a contraction, where 70 is the inclusion 
map of B’ into B, ~1 is the constant map of B’ to b E B. Set (F, f) = 
= (e-l(b), o(b)). C onsider the diagram 
where 
(B’x*)xI, (B’xP)x{O}‘-tE 
Je 
(B:P)xl 8 +B 
f(b’, *, t) = o.q(b’, 1 A), f(b’, x, 0) =x, g(b’, x, t) =q(b’, l-t) 
(b’ E B’, x E P, t E I). 
By Lemma 3.1 one can fdl in the diagram with a map h: B’ x 3’ x I + E. 
Then hl : B’ x P -+ E defines an ex-map hl : B’ x P -+ EIB’ over B’, the 
restriction of which to fibres is a pointed homotopy equivalence. Apply 
Theorem 3.9. 
University of Hull. 
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